
Don't waste your time 
and resources on tedious 
data - let us change it to 
business value!
Sweephy.com
info@sweephy.com
No-code data cleaning preparing as a service



Introduction



Company Overview

Our company specializes in transforming raw data into 
actionable insights for businesses. We understand that data 
cleaning and organization can be tedious and time-consuming, 
so we offer comprehensive solutions to help companies 
efficiently and effectively clean and organize their data.
Our team of experts uses advanced algorithms and cutting-
edge technology to quickly and accurately clean and organize 
data, allowing companies to focus on more critical tasks and 
make better data-driven decisions.

Introduction

In addition to our data cleaning services, we also offer a range of 
solutions to help companies turn their data into valuable business 
insights. From data visualization and analysis to reporting and 
consulting, we have the tools and expertise to help companies unlock 
the full potential of their data.
Whether you're looking to improve the accuracy and efficiency of your 
data management processes or want to gain deeper insights from 
your data, our team is here to help. Contact us today to learn more 
about how we can help your business unlock the value of its data.



Problems



Problems

Lack of time

Many businesses simply don't 
have the time or resources to 
properly clean and organize 
their data, leading to cluttered, 
disorganized data that can be 
difficult to work with and may 
contain errors and 
inconsistencies.

Struggling with large, complex data that are 
difficult to handle, leads to inaccuracies and 
inefficiencies that can negatively impact decision-
making and overall performance.

Budget Issue

Budget constraints can make it 
difficult for businesses to invest in 
the resources and technologies 
needed to effectively get business 
value from their data, making it 
difficult for businesses to effectively 
use their data to drive decision-
making and performance.

Finding Appropriate Experts

Without the necessary skills and 
expertise, businesses may struggle 
to extract valuable insights from 
their data. This can lead to wasted 
time and resources, as well as 
missed opportunities to gain a 
competitive edge through data-
driven strategies.



Solution



Merge with Sweephy
With Sweephy integration, it is easy 
to extract data from variety of 
sources without tech expertise. 
Sweephy can connect different 
data sources such as excel sheets, 
databases, on-streaming feeds.

Data Cleaning
Through data cleaning, businesses 
can fill in missing values, identify 
and remove duplicate records, 
detect anomalies, and normalize 
their data, resulting in more 
accurate, consistent, and organized 
datasets. This can improve the 
quality of the insights and 
information that businesses can 
extract from their data.

Automated Machine 
Learning Models

With Sweephy's machine learning 
models, getting a knowledge and 
business step is not require data 
scientist knowledge. Simple clicks 
can merge the data, clean it and 
create machine learning models for 
business case.

Sweephy Analytics
Not only creating models, also 
analytics to understand the data. 
Users can easily get some business 
knowledge from the data. With 
whole Sweephy system, it is easy to 
get insights from the data.

Solutions
Even with the most complex data - a simple 
integration can interpret the data, clean it 
and begin to detect trends, anomalies, and 
frauds within a short time



What do we offer

• Specialized data management support
• Custom ML models to business values
• Raw data to business value

We are managing the whole data process

Benefits of working with Sweephy

• Increase your profits with data-driven 
decision making

• Get business value from your data without 
any data workers

• Have your own data warehouse and data
management platform



Our team will handle your data management. We 
can manage your data platform properly 

Specialized data management support

Advisory Cost

Monthly



Server costs

Setup

If you don't know that what to do with your data, we can 
give support and create an interface to get maximum 
value from your data.

Custom ML models to business values



We are going to create a proper data warehouse and proper data management 
platform. With an interface, it will be that easy to get business value from it.

Raw Data to Business Value



Server Costs

36K

Data Scientist 

15K

ML Engineer

15K

Data Engineer

13K

Data Analytics

10K

Without Sweephy?

• Minimum 5 people will be needed for a
medium-scale project

• 3 data engineers and scientists
• 2 ML engineer and data analytics

person

Avarage anual salaries

83K USD per YearMinimum 5 Employee

Minimum 3-Month Project
20K USD per Project



With Sweephy?

Only 1 person from Sweephy to
just keep up to date the system

10x faster

Cost Structure

Server costs
(monthly)

Upkeep costs
(Only for updates)

Setup Cost
(One time only)

• Pay-as-you-go system
• Finish projects in weeks Manageable Costs

Workload Costs
(monthly)

We are developing a SaaS tool for business cases. In
that way, you will not need any other project
development cycle. A simple click will be enough to
organize the data, create ML models and take
business actions.



Data 
integration and 
organization 
with AI

E2E 
Realtime 
ML  
Services

Getting 
Automate
d Data 
Insights

Monitoring

How does it work?



Use Cases



From unstructured data

SW Data Preparing

Structured and Valuable Data

SW ML Modules



Matching different records from different 
data sources

Data Singularization Data 
Matching

Different Platforms but same users
User based campaigns



Joe Smith

Joseph J. 

Smith

Platform A

Platform 

B

Joseph Joe 

Smith

Unified 

record Buying habit of

Joseph Joe 

Smith

Habit Database



Electronic

34.2%

User 

Fault

26.3%

Other

21.1%
Hardwar

e

13.2%

Suppor

t

5.3%

It doesn't connect my phone properly

The skin of the ear pad is starting to peel off.

I loved it, everything is fine



Hopkins

Mr. Jared

M

0049176322067

jared@sweephy.com.edu

Name Surname Sex Phone Email

Skipp Gaskins Male
+9155198367

24
skipp@sweephy.com

Oren Robez Female
+4917632206

7
Oren@sweephy.com

Bill Simmans Male
+9055190823

2
Bill@sweephy.com

Jared Hopkins Male
+49176322

067
jared@sweephy.com

Normalized Customer Database





Some of our users want to 
analyze the parts found as text 
after cleaning their data. They 
just choose which "keyword" they 
want to analyze and they can 
evaluate user comments, 
complaint,s and e-mails over this 
keyword.

Sentiment Analysis



Preprocess with AI

Rule Definiton Based

Easy ImplementationComplex  Implementation

sweephy



Customers
Over 70 Sweephy users from different 
countries, finished one project and live SaaS 
tool.

$ 130K

Closed 
Investment 
Round

Turkey, Finland, Egypt, Malaysia, Australia, USA, 
Germany, France, Spain, Estonia, Saudi Arabia, India

Customers from all over the world



Our Team 

Research based models: So far, we have reviewed 
over 500 articles and developed all our models 
with the latest technologies and solutions. 
We're a research team in data science. We are 
here to extract solutions that have not been done 
before.

Abdullah Kandilli Ertuğ Dilek

Erce Can Bektüre

Head of Growth 
Co-founder

Head of Tech 
Co-founder

Lead Software Developer  
Co-founder

Bora Aydın Uğur Nida Şişik

Barış Emre Mişe Beyza Nur Mıcık Onur Baltası

Data Scientist & ML 
Engineer

Data Scientist & ML 
Engineer

Fullstack Developer FrontEnd Developer Business Developer



Address

Dijitalpark Teknokent Çekmeköy Yerleşkesi) 
Çekmeköy / İstanbul

Phone Number

+49 176 322 06769
+90 531 380 94 85

Email  Adress

alka@sweephy.com
ertug@sweephy.com

Contact Us



Memes from Reddit 

Credits
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